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Laurelo Probate Announces Exciting Partnership with Bluelight Wills to Support Police 

Constabularies Across England and Wales 
 

 

Laurelo, a well-recognised name in the probate sector, proudly unveils its strategic collaboration with Bluelight Wills, 

dedicated to supporting police constabularies across England and Wales. This exciting collaboration marks a significant 
stride in upholding common values and providing support to both active-duty and retired officers in the field of law 

enforcement. 

 

Testament to their commitment of a compassionate service and an innovative approach, Laurelo Probate and Bluelight Wills 
are set to work together, combining their expertise to create a synergy that addresses the unique needs of police 

constabularies. Laurelo's strong family ethos and dedication to transparent processes harmoniously align with Bluelight 

Wills' mission to assist those who selflessly safeguard our communities. 

 
Laurelo Founder Michael Roughan, fuelled by personal experience, aims to transform the process of applying for probate. 

This visionary journey has led Laurelo to embark on a collaborative adventure with Blue Light Wills, bringing together two 

entities that truly understand the power of empathy and clear communication. 

 
"Laurelo’s association with Bluelight Wills exemplifies an unwavering commitment to standing alongside those who dedicate 

their lives to public safety. We are thrilled to bring our expertise and heartfelt support to police constabularies throughout 

England and Wales, ensuring that they receive the guidance and assistance they deserve during what can be a very stressful 

time," expressed Emma, Laurelo’s Director. 
 

This partnership not only bridges the worlds of legal administration and community service but also reinforces Laurelo’s 

dedication to making probate an approachable process for families. Together, Laurelo and Blue Light Wills will continue to 

provide invaluable resources, including personalised support and a 24/7 advice line, compassion, transparency, and 
reliability. 

 

About Laurelo Probate: 

Laurelo Probate is a leading figure in the legal and death sectors, dedicated to revolutionising the probate administration 
experience. With a resolute commitment to transparent processes, compassionate support, and personal communication, 

Laurelo Probate guides families through challenging times with unwavering empathy. 

 

About Bluelight Wills: 
Bluelight Wills is a renowned organisation dedicated to supporting police constabularies across England and Wales. Through 

their valuable services and compassionate approach, Bluelight Wills offers assistance and guidance to those who tirelessly 

protect our communities, ensuring their needs are met during life's transitions. 

 
 

 


